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TM-VI82B

S-57 Warm white

S-56 Castin Oak

E-13 Morandi green

Refreshing Colors Enjoy Storage



Cabinet Family, One-Stop Solution to Your Needs

You cannot just sit in the office without an office desk, but an office cabinet is less necessary. 
However, the pursuit of staff well-being calls for well-organized storage, just like beautiful clothes 
need matching bags. File cabinet family comes in various types with multiple storage ways. With it, 
say goodbye to the cluttered office, no messy documents and no clothes here and there, just enjoy 
reading, tasting tea or free chat in clean and neat surroundings.
Various standard heights of cabinets can be used as a combiner or separator of office space. Our 
devotion to neatness and order endows our cabinets with extraordinary versatility.
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1956mm

858mm

1668mm

808mm

1202mm

750mm

1100mm

450mm
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1956mm

The file cabinets of 1956mm are suitable for the standard storey 
height, and designed with open-plan display shelves, the file 
cabinets are the perfect place for decorations and photo of the 
brilliant moment, unconsciously arousing certain memories. 
Whether it is to-be-approved file, conference material, or personal 
items, all items can be classified and well organized 
in our file cabinets. M Cabinet, your full-time assistant.

Well-organized, thoughtful like an assistant
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12 colors of upholstery, waiting to express your own style

With fine colored upholstery, the cabinet endows the space with mildness and gentleness. 
Free color collocations liven up the whole space effortlessly, and the infinite extended cabinet 
collocations cater to various space needs. The large storage space allows it to be shared by 
staffs without breaking its neatness and order.

1956mm
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1956mm

Open/private storage, making storage convenient and easy

The colorful cabinet doors perfectly separate open and private storage space. The open 
shelf allows visitors to help themselves without cautiousness, while the private storage 
ideally creates a neat and tidy environment for the office. The size of each shelf unit ideally 
fits 360mm standard folders, ensuring convenience in common areas.
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1956mm

A file cabinet? A closet! With a push-pull cloth rack, your office becomes 
your home. Make your work a better part of your life.
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1956mm

Coded lock cabinet strengthens your privacy

The coded locks have simple mechanism, setting a password only 
needs three steps. Further equipped with a key in case of forgetting the 
password, it is your first choice for private storage. With free selection of 
10 colors, the middle layer can be customized to lighten the space.
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1668mm

Large storage  Smart cabinet

The open section has a height of 1668mm and is designed with 
12 mobile plates creating 16 separate grids for your free storage 
arrangement. Stylish grey glass door blended with wood grain 
pattern, adding more aesthetics to the space.
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1668mm

Optional wood stain color adds a sense of warmth and mildness to your office. Placing files 
in common areas, an ordered environment can better trigger high efficiency.
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1202mm

Newspaper Cabinet

Read a book to relax yourself and get some 
inspiration from stressful work. The 1202mm 
newspaper cabinet with 60mm high panel 
creates convenience and enhances office 
learning environment for keeping abreast of 
the trend.
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1100mm

Four sizes of tables for multiple occasions

The 1100mm/1202mm-tall cabinet is perfect for healthy sit-or-stand conversations. 
400mm/800mm width let you fully make use of the space. Extend your tabletop and 
enjoy relaxing chatting time.
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1100mm

The concealed cable-routing system helps it to keep its all-time neatness and beauty.

Negotiation cabinet with a 
storage function, a win-win 
in working and storage

The 360mm-high double-sliding-door storage cabinet is 
divided evenly into 6 parts. Equipped with a GB standard 
three-plug socket outlet, it will ensure constant power 
supply for your negotiation.
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858mm

Imagine a workplace with all kinds of cabinets. Tea cabinet, file cabinet…
Everything needed is ready.

Open the Door, for Greatness Lies in Capacity!
Open the cabinet door to be breezed by the cultural 
ambience. Objects in the cabinet are well organized with 
the cover of misty glass presenting as hazy moonlight.

With a height of 858mm and open/enclosed cubic 
storage space, this file cabinet decorated with 
grey glasses can be used as a partition of office 
space without blocking communication between 
colleagues.
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808mm

People come and go in the tea room. A space for organizing 
and storage is thus urgently needed. The combination of 
drawers and cabinet surface and the irregular open cells 
make the organizing work much easier. The barriers around 
the cabinet top will always protect things on it from falling.
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750mm

40mm height-adjustable tapered feet will guarantee the stability of the cabinet even 
when the ground is uneven.

The 750mm-high cabinet is of the same height as a standard office desk.
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Movable cabinet that is good to sit on

65mm soft cushion, could be moved left and right as 
needed; 5 omni-directional castors, make the cabinet 
flexible and steady; this cabinet is good to sit on when 
having a little chat or a quick meeting.

450mm
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Organized space, wonderful day.
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Meticulous techniques, a surprise in your office

The combination of wood and fabric gives it a soft touch. The seamless binding techniques make the drawers and doors the same outside 
and inside. The 796mm*396mm tray is suitable for storage and growing plants, making your office as sweet as your home.
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Product Specifications

DG97-2
W796*D400*H1956(mm)

DG88-2
W1200*D400*H1202(mm)

DG64-2 
W1578*D400*H858(mm)

DG61-2
W816*D400*H808(mm)

DGMM-2 
W774*D670*H18(mm)
W774*D770*H18(mm)
W774*D1122*H18(mm)

DGMM-2
W774*D670*H18(mm)
W774*D770*H18(mm)
W774*D1122*H18(mm)

DG98-2
W796*D400*H1956(mm)

DG89-2
W1200*D400*H1202(mm)

DG65-2
W1996*D400*H858(mm)

DG79-2
W1412*D400*H750(mm)

DG51-2
W2016*D400*H1668(mm)

DG11-2
W2400*D1200*H1100(mm)

DG63-2
W1669*D400*H808(mm)

DG78-2
W1212*D400*H750(mm)

DGRB-2
W400*D365*H65(mm)

DG52-2
W2414*D400*H1668(mm)

DG11-2
W1800*D800*H1100(mm)
W1600*D800*H1100(mm)

DG62-2
W1050*D400*H808(mm)

DG4L/R
W800*D400*H450(mm)

DGTP-2
W796*D396*H85(mm)

DG97A-2
W389*D379*H1956(mm)

DG98A-2
W783*D379*H1956(mm)
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S-28

S-66

S-37

S-57

S-56

S-29

S-50

S-59

S-43

S-10C

Main Colors

Main Colors

TM-VI10B TM-VI42BTM-VI11B TM-VI54BTM-VI21B TM-VI64BTM-VI27B

TM-VI81B

TM-VI30B

TM-VI90B

TM-VI29B

TM-VI82B

TM Series

Morandi 
Green

Matte white

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.
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